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Prep 
This dentist needs help improving his crown preps—
stat! Townies weigh in with advice and suggestions

message board

School
An excerpt from one of Dentaltown’s busiest message boards begins on the next page.
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Dear DT,
I generally pride myself in above-average work. However, sometimes my preps will look like 

crap ... embarrassingly horrible crap.
When my receptionist, who’s still in her probational period, has an explosive fight with her 

husband in the office, disappears in a crying mess for a few days, and texts me about her rent/
eviction/car payment ... not fun. When she’s scheduling four people at the same time, including 
three new patients ... not good. When claims are denied because she’s billing wrong—wrong 
tooth, wrong procedure, wrong patient, multiple duplicates—and dumping away most of the mail 
instead of scanning and sorting it ... not good. We’ve fired her, but I’ve managed to anger my lab 
tech by sending some horribly crappy preps.

Here’s my system:
1.  Occlusal depth groove with 330 bur, 1.8mm reduction.
2.  Break contact with 330 bur.
3.  Use diamond donut bur for gross reduction.
4.  Use biggest diamond chamfer bur for gross axial reduction.
5.  Use something like an 856-M to refine prep.

I’m thinking of:
A.  Maybe using a round diamond to establish a smooth margin, à la DiTolla (maybe a smaller 

size?).
B.  Going back with a fine diamond to smooth out the margin.
C.  Finishing up with a white stone on a slow speed for preps.

This seems all elementary, and 10 years out, it’s humbling to look at some of these crappy 
preps when I pour up my dies. I figure that I can be a total idiot sometimes, and want to prevent 
driving my labs crazy.  

P.S.: I’ve just started to realize that my asthma attacks the past three weeks were panic 
attacks from that crazy receptionist. n

First off, nice way to be vulnerable—most of us can’t do that. Is there a certain part of your 
preps that you (or your lab) is noticing are not good: inadequate reduction, undercuts, hard-to-
read margins, etc.? 

Maybe you could post pics of some of the preps for people to look at and give thoughts. n

Here are some pics of a crappy prep:
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I’ll be bringing the patient back in on Saturday 
morning.
1.  Smooth out the margins with a fine diamond 

chamfer, followed by white stone.
2.  Correct the nasty J-margin on distal.

FWIW, that prep was done about 2–3 weeks ago 
during the height of the craziness.

I did a new impression today because my crown 
didn’t go down, poured it up, asked my lab guy why it got 
screwed up. He told me that my preps are way too rough.

And he had this: n

Your taper is good. You defi-
nitely need to work on getting 
smoother walls, but you should 
be able to significantly improve on that in a relatively 
short time if you are conscious of it. n

Honestly, high-powered 
loupes will help a lot as well. I 
wouldn’t think of going lower 
than 4.5x. Sounds like it might be hard with your busy 
scheduling issues, but I think slowing down will help a 
lot, too. Give yourself some time for making sure there 
aren’t any double margins. n

I think we can all agree 
that those are horrible, horrible 
preps. My usual preps tend to be 
for PFM, and look a lot like Tom Mitchell, Al Munk’s. 
I’m not Lane Ochi, but want my work to look like his ... 
eventually. So for me, this is a huge fall off the cliff of 
quality. n

Some tips I’ve found helpful 
for me: Reducing the occlusal 
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portion first will give better access and visibility as well. Then axial reduction, then old restor-
ative materials. Remove any decay and refine the internal walls, break the gingival contacts ... 
pack cord, refine margin where needed. Ultradent Viscostat is a great tissue management agent 
for bleeding, or use laser, check for undercuts, soak the cord in Viscostat before you pack the 
cord, or use Comprecap or Trexodent. You can use a carbide 557 to cut short the shank of your 
diamond burs so you have more access for the distal of second molars. I usually like to make 
the temp before impression to know if I have enough reduction and any undercuts ... and how 
retentive my prep is. n

Developing a sequence and sticking to it is critical to your goal. The first and the most 
important part is that you recognize your approach needs refinement. If I may be so bold, 
when I look at your prep and the diamond marks, it appears you are trying to use one bur to go 
circumferentially around the entire tooth and then come back with a different one.

You commented on the finish line, now as you get faster you will rarely pick a diamond more 
than once, so what I’m going to suggest is contrary to that. You might find it easier to prep each 
part of the tooth separately. Prep the buccal, then the lingual, then the interproximals, focusing 
on creating a continuous depth margin and a smooth one. Then connect all your finish lines. In 
this way you can focus on each part of the tooth and not constantly have to move your mirror, 
head or patient. I find when I do move around too much my preps suffer, because you usually 
have to stop the handpiece as well and it moves, and you have to find where you left off. n

Round diamonds are great for creating buccal and lingual margins. Then you only need to 
connect buccal and lingual margins. Use two hands when possible. There are also end-cutting 
diamonds for polishing margins. Most important is creating a system that works for you and 
trying to be consistent. Wish you the best in your journey toward excellence! n

I think you are trying to tackle too many things at once. Very few people can do gross 
reduction, margin placement and taper all in one shot. Break it up into different steps, and use 
burs that will compensate for your tendencies. (I tend to produce almost completely vertical 
walls, so I need to consciously add taper.)

I call it “erasing the margin” because the torpedo bur leaves an equi-gingival bevel margin. I 
remove that lip as I drop into the sulcus and produce a knife-edge margin.

Chamfer margins are not as easy to produce as people make it sound. There is an extremely 
high error rate (as you, as an aware clinician, are noticing). Controlling all of the parameters neces-
sary to leave a smooth, flowing, uniform margin is difficult. Auditing dies in a lab is eye-opening. n

I personally like to reduce the tooth in this specific order: occlusal, buccal, lingual, inter-
proximal. By the time I get to interproximal, the area is thin enough that you should be able to 
fly through the contacts with a diamond. Everyone here has definitely provided awesome tips. I 
think keeping to a few dedicated burs is key here, as others have mentioned. n

That prep reminds me of when new assistants try to make a temp with the high-speed and 
a skinny bur. I always sit down and show them how I do it with a straight-nose cone and an 
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Go online and find even 
more useful tips like the 
ones you’ve seen here
Want more advice on crown preps? There’s 
plenty more online! To see this entire con-
versation, go to dentaltown.com and under 
message boards, search “Idiot Proof.” This 
thread will be one of the top results. 

acrylic bur and their next one is always better. I would be 
shocked if your prep didn’t drastically improve by simply 
using a fat diamond to smooth out the walls. Also try 
using two hands. I always finish with two hands. 

I will use my dominant hand as usual with a fulcrum 
on an adjacent tooth, then I will place my index finger 
of my nondominant hand on the head of the handpiece. 
At this point I will use direct vision and no water, with a 
high-speed just above stall speed. Using the second hand 
lets me really have maximum control and results in a 
smoother margin. n

P.S., Can’t fix what you can’t 
see. You are using loupes, yes? 
How about a headlamp? Many 
out there. Lumadent makes a good one. Difference is 
huge vs. just the operatory light. n
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